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Introducing the EVGA GEFORCE RTX 2060™ KO
The new EVGA GeForce RTX 2060™ KO enters the ring with a ONE-TWO Punch to any contender willing to step
in. EVGA GeForce RTX 2060 KO and RTX 2060 KO ULTRA are the new editions to EVGA’s RTX line up.
Experience superior cooling, superior overclocking, and superior performance.
Powered by NVIDIA® Turing Architecture
GeForce® RTX graphics cards are powered by the Turing GPU architecture and the all-new RTX platform.

This gives you higher performance compared to previous-generation graphics cards and brings the power of
real-time ray tracing and AI to games.
RTX ON
See every game come alive with ray tracing that delivers physically accurate shadows, reflections, and lighting. And
tap into Tensor Cores for super-powerful AI-processing. Advanced memory, performance boosts, and processing
technologies make these GPUs the perfect weapon for hardcore gamers....
All Metal Backplate, Pre-Installed
EVGA PX1
Introducing EVGA Precision X1. With a brand new layout, completely new codebase, new features and more, the
new EVGA Precision X1 software is faster, easier and better than ever.

The new EVGA GeForce RTX 2060™ KO is here to knock out the competition at a value you cannot pass up.

To learn more about the new EVGA GeForce RTX 2060 KO graphics cards, please visit
https://eu.evga.com/articles/01387/evga-rtx-2060-ko/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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